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• We again want to wish Stu the very best in each of the relaxing and wonderful days ahead of 
him.  We enjoyed memorable retirement parties for Stu as he was presented with several 
legislative proclamations, awards, and heartfelt speeches for his 25 years of service and hard 
work at the Medical Society.  
 

• Aaron Kumar, MD, MBA has stepped into the role of the new Executive Director of the Suffolk 
County Medical Society and the Suffolk Academy of Medicine. Dr. Kumar is looking forward to 
continuing the vital work of the Society by growing its focus on the evolving physicians’ needs 
and the way they are being reached.  
 

• At the January 11th Executive Committee meeting, we discussed the issue of physician stress and 
burnout, we were updated on MACRA and MIPS, discussed Governor Cuomo’s press release on 
opioid abuse, and encouraged physicians to attend Advocacy day on March 8th. 
 

• At the February 15th Board of Directors meeting, we heard a report from Dr. Linda Efferen on 
the process and support provided to primary care physicians by the Suffolk Performing Provider 
Systems. Discussed was the flow of funds during this phase of the delivery system reform to 
involve infrastructure development, care management, and project implementations, which are 
less identifiable as dollars at hand.  
 

• Pharmacy benefit manger requests for entire psychiatric or substance abuse records for 
medication approval or change was discussed as being non-compliant with HIPAA regulations to 
provide the minimum required explanation for such requests.  
 

• Also discussed was the monetary charge for Naloxone and the ability for physicians to be a part 
of the County’s opioid overdose prevention program and dispense free, unlimited amounts of 
Naloxone as required. 
 

• We met with Senator Boyle and discussed the issue of “conversion therapy” and the need for 
physicians, family members, and county residents to call their legislators and voice their 
concerns for this type of treatment to be banned.  
 


